
MLL Diversity and Inclusion Action Plan for AY 2019/20 
 

Faculty Recruitment, Hiring, and Retention 

 

 All proposed TT searches (Hispanic Studies, Chinese Studies, French and Francophone 

Studies/Film and Media Studies) included language in their position descriptions 

specifying an interest in increasing their course offerings on matters of Diversity and 

Inclusion. While the French and Francophone Studies position was not approved, the 

program has defined their next hire in a way that will enhance the program’s 

“commitment to representing the increasing ethnic and cultural diversity of French 

society in a globalized and multicultural context.” Chinese Studies proposed to hire a 

candidate willing “to explore how the study of premodern cultures can address the new 

COLL 199 requirement, both through close examination of course materials and students’ 

own expectations for what teaching and learning about “traditional China” should entail 

in the United States.” After the loss of two TE faculty in Hispanic Studies, the program 

will be searching to replace them. It proposed looking for a “scholar who will design 

courses that focus on cultural histories of Jews, Muslims and Moriscos during the 

medieval period, thus enhancing the opportunity to develop a curriculum that promotes 

diversity in terms of the ethnic communities represented” and who can also actively 

contribute to the COLL curriculum; and a scholar that specializes in indigeneity. 

 MLL is including a question in all TT candidate interviews on how the candidate has 

integrated issues pertaining to diversity and inclusion into their teaching. 

 MLL is redesigning its orientation sessions for new faculty to increase awareness of 

Diversity and Inclusion matters at W&M (especially important for new faculty not 

familiar with the higher education landscape in the U.S.) 

 MLL is seeking to gather data on its TT faculty and compare its demographics to national 

averages.  

 

Student Recruitment, Retention, and Support 

 

 MLL will analyze demographic data we have received on students enrolled in MLL 

classes.  

 

The Curriculum 

 

 MLL is creating a new module for its MDLL 401 course (“Practicum Teaching Foreign 

Languages”) to better equip our Teaching Assistants to handle difficult situations and 

discussions that can emerge in the classroom concerning diversity and inclusion. 

 Several programs are creating or adapting courses to serve as pilots for the proposed 

COLL 199.  

 

Department Climate and Resources 

 

 MLL has selected two new student members to join our Diversity and Inclusion 

Committee, and they have proposed several initiatives to improve communication 



between faculty and students from diverse backgrounds, including gathering testimonials 

and holding a recruitment event at the Center for Student Diversity. 

  



 MLL will hold a roundtable event to discuss the use of gender-neutral language in the 

many foreign languages we teach, and to develop suggestions for instructors teaching in 

our languages.  

 MLL will explore options to have a gender-neutral bathroom in Washington Hall. 

 

 

Goals and Priorities Met in AY 2018/19 

 

Faculty Recruitment, Hiring, and Retention 

 

 Ads for two TT openings in MLL for the AY 2018/19 included explicit reference to 

Diversity and Inclusion. In the case of the German Studies hire, the candidate selected by 

the committee specializes in the literature and culture of minorities in the German-

speaking countries, and her course offerings for Fall 2019 will greatly contribute to the 

German Studies goal to transform its curriculum.  

 MLL’s Language House Tutor program—now known as International Fellows-- 

continues to contribute to the Department’s and the College’s diversity by hiring young 

professionals from across the globe (AY 2018/19: especially from China, Japan, 

Mali/Algeria). 

 

Student Recruitment, Retention, and Support 

 

 MLL offered a presentation for WMSURE students regarding language classes at W&M 

and the (largely foreign-language-related) study abroad programs offered by MLL 

faculty.  

 MLL requested demographic data on students enrolled in our courses.  

 

The Curriculum 

 

 The Hispanic Studies Program shared its COLL 199 proposal with the department, and it 

was discussed at a Department Meeting as a possible model for other language programs 

to pursue. 

 

Department Climate and Resources 

 

 MLL wrote a Diversity and Inclusion Mission Statement and added it to the department 

website; the website was further modified to allow for the posting of diversity & 

inclusion reports and action plans. 

 MLL established a Diversity and Inclusion Committee and expanded the Committee by 

adding a staff member and a student member to include more perspectives. 

 MLL set up a process and created a dropbox for students to anonymously give comments 

and suggestions regarding their concerns about Diversity and Inclusion.  

 The student testimonials compiled by the President’s Office were distributed to the MLL 

faculty and discussed at a Department Meeting. 

  



Individual Programs in MLL 

 

Arabic Studies 

 

As in other sections, the Arabic program offers courses which address some of the issues related 

to diversity and inclusion. However, the latest initiative is addressing the issue from two other 

aspects, namely diversity among the students in the classroom, as well as inclusion of faculty 

from underrepresented groups. The Arabic section proposes to address these aspects in the 

upcoming years in the following manner: 

 

a. Course offerings: We propose to review and revise as necessary current course offerings to 

include a more highly refined notion of diversity/inclusion, which will address the concerns of 

the students as well as the goals of the faculty in teaching these courses. The goal is to insure that 

the issues of diversity and inclusion as currently understood are addressed in the course 

offerings, especially in the COLL courses which we offer. In addition to current course offerings 

which address issues related to diversity and inclusion (including those on the Arab-American 

experience and Islamophobia), we hope to offer new courses which will promote further 

discussion on these issues, including courses on the Quran (in English), Arab women’s literary 

and cultural works, and popular culture. 

 

1. Prof. Sheehi is an active member of APIA and many of our courses are counted toward the 

APIA minor and self-designed majors. 

2. All of Prof. Sheehi’s classes on the Arab world, including Arab Food and Palestine-Israel: A 

Dialogue, specifically engage, at some point in the semester, issues of gender, gender 

inequality, and empowerment. 

3. Prof. Zaki’s course offering Spring 2019 on the “deep state” in modern Arabic literary and 

cultural works, including films, engaged issues of sexual and gender equality, as well as the 

representation of minority and marginalized groups in these works. 

4. Prof. El-Sherif’s course offering Fall 2019 on cinematic representations of East in US media 

deals with issues of orientalism and the representation of Arabs in American culture, racial 

issues East & West, as well as sexual harassment and gender relations in Middle Eastern 

cultures. Prof. Yang will offer her own version of this course in Spring 2020. 

5. Prof. Cherkaoui offered Arab 402 in Spring 2019, a content course in Arabic which includes 

a significant component examining Arab women writers, some of whom were political 

activists as well as promoters of women's equality, empowerment and progress.. 

6. Prof. Cherkaoui has prepared a course that examines the Coran as a literary, cultural and 

historical text, which will provide plenty of opportunity to discuss issues of gender, 

minorities, diverse religions as well as respect for and inclusion of all people in human 

relationships and interactions. 

 

b. Students: While we currently attract Arab-American heritage students as well as Muslim 

American students, we will work with MLL committees to insure our program’s participation in 

WMSURE and other events in order to make contact with other groups underrepresented in our 

courses at present, and to promote their participation in Arabic Studies courses and activities. 

 



1. The Arabic Studies faculty will continue to mentor students from groups underrepresented in 

Arabic language and culture courses. The number of student from these groups, especially 

those from an African-American background, has increased substantially this year. 

2. Prof. Sheehi has been and continues to be a liaison to a number of student groups interested 

in issues of racial and social justice. 

3. Prof. Cherkaoui has been working with the Muslim Student Association to promote 

information about their existence and willingness to include non-Muslim students in their 

activities. This has included presenting lectures about Islamic holidays and holydays, open to 

all members of the William and Mary community. 

4. Prof. Cherkaoui will continue to mentor students on study abroad program, especially the 

CLS scholarships, which have a focus on diversity in their selection process.  

 

c. Faculty: We will work to promote diversity in our faculty by having as one of our goals the 

inclusion of a TE line for Women and Arab Studies and/or Queer Arab Studies. The position 

would not only attend to the need of women faculty in Arabic Studies, but also serve to fulfill the 

need for a specialist in Arab Studies with interest in women, gender, and sexuality studies. In 

addition, we will promote dialogue among current faculty regarding issues of diversity and 

inclusion, in order to ensure that these issues are addressed in course offerings and faculty 

perceptions of these issues.  

 

1. (Spring 2019) Mentoring of new NTE hire of African origin (Mauritania) 

2. (Fall 2019-Spring 2020) Mentoring of new NTE hire of Chinese origin, and a visiting 

assistant professor of Egyptian origin. 

 

 

Chinese Studies 

 

The purpose of this document is to evaluate the Chinese program’s diversity and inclusion plan 

in spring 2019 (please see below) and to make a plan for the academic year 2019-20. 

 

A) Concerning our diversity and inclusion plan in 2019-20: 

 

We plan to focus on (1) curriculum (COLL 199); (2) outside speakers; (3) study abroad; and (4) 

exit survey for our graduating seniors. More specifically: 

 

1. Curriculum: After receiving the COLL 199 call from the administration in fall 2019/spring 

2020, the Chinese program will convert at least one of its existing courses to meet the 

requirement of the COLL 199 (justice and equity). For example, Michael Hill will apply for a 

COLL 199 attribute for his CHIN 150 course entitled "What is China" (COLL 150). This 

course engages with a number of questions related to the diversity of Chinese culture, from 

the history of so-called minority rule in the Qing dynasty (1644-1911) to the status of 

minority nationalities in contemporary China. In addition, after Calvin Hui has come back 

from his research leave, he will apply for a COLL 199 attribute for his CHIN 250 course 

entitled "Introduction to Chinese Cultural Studies" (COLL 200, ALV, and CSI). This course 

engages with cultural Marxism (political economy, social class, and cultural ideology), 

gender and sexuality studies (hetero-normativity, gender, and sexuality); and postcolonial 



and transnational studies (geopolitics, ethnicity, and language). This course also rethinks 

diversity and inclusion as useful conceptual tools and analytical methods to approach 

difference, social justice, and economic equity.  

 

2. Outside Speakers: In 2019-20, we aim to bring in outside speakers to discuss race/ethnicity, 

gender/sexuality, class/labor and other kinds of difference in the Chinese context. Michael 

Hill is currently working with Prof. Kristian Petersen of the Dept of Religious Studies at Old 

Dominion University to organize a workshop on Muslims in Modern China that will focus on 

translating key texts on this issue from Chinese, Japanese, Arabic, Persian, and Uighur into 

English. Depending on funding and logistics, the event will be held either at ODU or WM. If 

the event is held at ODU, Prof. Hill will invite at least one participant from the event to speak 

at WM on issues pertinent to the workshop. 

 

3. We will continue our effort to promote our summer study abroad program and useful 

resources to first-generation college students and students from working-class families. In the 

beginnings of our fall 2019 and spring 2020 courses, we will continue to present the 

scholarships available from the W&M Confucius Institute, as well as scholarships such as the 

Boren Awards for International Studies, Chinese Government Scholarship, Critical Language 

Scholarship Program, Huayu Enrichment Scholarship, and Fulbright Scholarship (some of 

them are administered by the Reves Center). We will continue to work closely with the 

Confucius Institute and make an effort to encourage our students to apply for these 

scholarships to study in China.   

 

4. Exit Survey: The Chinese program will develop an online exit survey for all of its graduates 

concerning their experiences in the Chinese program at WM. We will work to include 

questions on diversity and inclusion in this survey and use the results to consider how to 

evaluate and improve the program in Chinese Studies. 

 

B) In the academic year 2018-19, the Chinese program’s diversity and inclusion action plan was 

as follows: 

 

1. Curriculum: After receiving the COLL 199 call from the administration, the Chinese 

program will convert at least one of its existing courses to meet the requirement of the COLL 

199 (justice and equity). For example, Calvin Hui will apply for a COLL 199 attribute for his 

CHIN 250 course entitled "Introduction to Chinese Cultural Studies" (COLL 200, ALV, and 

CSI). This course engages with cultural Marxism (keywords: political economy, social class, 

and cultural ideology), gender and sexuality studies (keywords: hetero-normativity, gender, 

and sexuality); and postcolonial and transnational studies (keywords: geopolitics, ethnicity, 

and language). The Chinese program may be able to convert more than one existing course to 

COLL 199.  

 

2. Outside Speakers: The outside speakers that Calvin Hui brought and will bring to campus in 

2018-19 are all women of color. In addition, these speakers gave and will give lectures 

concerning race/ethnicity, gender/sex/sexuality, transnational and trans-local encounters, and 

social class within the contexts of non-European/non-American modernity. For example, in 

September 2018, Professor Alexa Joubin (George Washington University) came to W&M 



and gave a talk regarding the Chinese, Tibetan, and Korean film adaptations Shakespeare’s 

plays (e.g., Hamlet, Ophelia). In November 2018, Professor Erin Huang (Princeton 

University) lectured on how urban horror has been appropriated by 21st century Hong Kong 

filmmakers to articulate the city's structure of feeling amidst the background of the global 

rise of China and post-socialism. Her talk illustrated the political-economic, social, and 

cultural tensions between Hong Kong and the People’s Republic of China. In March 2019, 

Professor Yiman Wang (University of California, Santa Cruz) will come to W&M and 

lecture on the first Asian-American actress in Hollywood Anna May Wong and her 

transnational stardom and career. These talks help W&M students explore the discourse of 

minority. 

 

3. Study Abroad: To encourage first-generation college students and students from working-

class families to take advantage of the study abroad programs, the faculty in Chinese 

program will make an effort to further introduce the resources available for W&M students. 

For example, in the beginnings of our fall 2018 and spring 2019 courses, we presented and 

will continue to present the scholarships available from the W&M Confucius Institute, as 

well as scholarships such as the Boren Awards for International Studies, Chinese 

Government Scholarship, Critical Language Scholarship Program, Huayu Enrichment 

Scholarship, and Fulbright Scholarship (some of them are administered by the Reves Center). 

We will make an effort to encourage our students to apply for these scholarships to study in 

China. 

 

Progress on the 2018-2019 Diversity and Inclusion Plan: 

 

On 30 November 2018, we proposed to focus on (1) curriculum (COLL 199); (2) outside 

speakers; and (3) study abroad. In our evaluation, we achieved (2) and (3). More specifically: we 

invited three outside speakers (who are all women of color) to give scholarly talks concerning 

race/ethnicity, gender/sexuality, social class and migrant labor, and transnational and trans-local 

encounters in the non-European and non-American contexts. In addition, thanks to the financial 

support from the W&M Confucius Institute, we are able to support 19 W&M students (including 

first-generation college students and students from working-class family backgrounds) to pursue 

their study abroad program in Beijing, China in summer 2019. The reason we have not achieved 

(1) is that the call for applications for COLL 199 has not been announced yet. 

 

 

French and Francophone Studies 

 

2018-19 Actions  

 

 FFS continued its efforts to secure funding for the annual Fauvel Lecture in French & 

Francophone Studies, a signature event of the Program designed to focus on issues of 

diversity and inclusion in France and the Francophone world. To this end, we conducted a 

major funding outreach to FFS alumni dating back to the 1990s (i.e. when Prof. Fauvel began 

teaching at William & Mary). This fundraising campaign was conducted by the PD of FFS in 

collaboration with Gerald Bullock, Executive Director of Arts & Sciences Development.  

 



 The second annual Fauvel Lecture was delivered on Friday, February 22, 2019 by Dr. 

Katarzyna Pieprzak, Associate Dean of the Faculty and Professor of Francophone Literature, 

French Language, and Comparative Literature at Williams College. Professor Pieprzak’s 

talk, “Surface Feeling: Contemporary Moroccan Art and the Politics of Whitewash in the 

City,” was very successful: she spoke to a full house in Washington 201 and her work 

generated much interest among students and faculty in French and Francophone Studies, the 

Modern Languages and Literatures department more broadly, and in other departments and 

progams, specifically Art History and Africana Studies.  

 

 In AY 2018-2019 each continuing FFS faculty member implemented a diversity/inclusion-

focused project, activity, topic, or content initiative in one particular course. For example, 

Prof. Giulia Pacini incorporated queer readings into her FREN 332 course (Tribunal of 

Public Opinion) taught in Fall 2018 — an initiative that inspired a Monroe research project 

on queer identities in early modern France over the summer. FREN 305 (The Craft of 

Writing) instructors included a unit on inclusive and gender-neutral language/terminology in 

this core course for the major (an initiative piloted by Prof. Nathan Rabalais in Spring 2018). 

Prof. Brett Brehm furthermore began to incorporate contemporary French and Francophone 

music (e.g., Stromae, Les Nubians) as a means to examine and discuss issues of diversity and 

common ground in his sections of FREN 305. Prof. Katherine Kulick incorporated a 

neurodiversity component (readings, current research, discussions) in her MDLL 346 

(Foreign Language Acquisition: Theory & Processes) in Fall 2018. In Spring 2019, Prof. 

Magali Compan offered a new iteration of FREN 385 (Contested Memories in Postcolonial 

Francophone Cultures) that was an on-campus COLL 300 course and incorporated a spring 

break trip to Guadeloupe, where students visited sites and conducted research related to the 

history, memory, and cultural trauma of slavery and colonization in the French Caribbean.  

 

 Professor Compan also organized the Spring 2019 campus visit of Kid Kreol and Boogie, 

two critically acclaimed and globetrotting street artists from Reunion Island, a French 

Overseas Department/Region in the Indian Ocean. Their visit included a well attended talk 

(“Street Art in the Indian Ocean: Making the Invisible Visible”) and the painting of ceiling 

mural in the main lobby of Washington Hall.  

 

2019-20 Plans  

 

 Fauvel Lecture: The FFS program will (a) continue its fundraising efforts in order to ensure 

the long-term sustainability of this diversity/inclusion-themed event; (b) hold the third annual 

Fauvel Lecture (Spring 2020, date TBD), which will be given by Matthieu Dussauge, 

Director and Head Curator of the Victor Schoelcher Museum and the Slave Route project in 

Pointe-à-Pitre, Guadeloupe; organize an on-campus event with Mr. Dussauge that will reach 

a broader and more diverse audience by collaborating with the Omohundro Institute of Early 

American History & Culture and the W&M Lemon Project.  

 

 Course innovations: Following up on the success of last year’s initiatives, the FFS faculty 

will continue to introduce new content and activities in their courses designed to promote 

diversity and inclusion. One example that is currently (Fall 2018) being implemented is a 

new COLL 100/FREN 100 course (Born This Way), taught by Visiting Lecturer Deborah 



Lee-Ferrand and dealing with a range of topics related to gender, sexuality, and identity as 

they pertain to France and the Francophone world. Another example is the incorporation of a 

work of feminist political speculative fiction, Chloé Delaume’s Les Sorcières de la 

République (The Witches of the Republic, 2016), by Professor Michael Leruth in his Fall 

2019 FREN 362 course on The Republic as a means to critically (and imaginatively) examine 

male/patriarchal norms and hegemony in the French political sphere.  

 

 COLL 300 & Study Abroad Programs and Advising: A major diversity & inclusion initiative 

in FFS for AY 2019-20 will be to reflect on diversity and inclusion as they relate to study 

abroad and W&M’s COLL 300 requirement. There are two parts to this initiative. The first is 

the development of a pilot program whereby students could get COLL 300 credit by residing 

in the French House and participating in relevant House-related curricular and extracurricular 

activities. This pilot program aims, among other things, to offer an immersive Francophone 

COLL 300 experience to students who might not be in a position to go abroad. The FFS 

program will also extend its recruitment practices so as to open the position of French House 

International Fellow to qualified applicants coming from the larger Francophone world (from 

outside metropolitan France, that is, to include candidates from Francophone universities in 

France’s overseas departments). The second part of this initiative will be a series of 

conversations — both part of and apart from regularly scheduled FFS program meetings — 

to rethink our outreach and advising related to study abroad (e.g., outreach to student 

demographic groups that traditionally do not study abroad in large numbers, as well as 

encouragement of study abroad outside of metropolitan France as a means to foster more 

diverse perspectives on Francophone cultures). We also intend to explore our options for the 

establishment of an official study abroad relationship between FFS at W&M and a university 

program outside metropolitan France.  

 

 The FFS emphasis on the geographical broadening and cultural diversification of French & 

Francophone Studies furthermore extends to the faculty’s active encouragement and 

mentorship of senior honors thesis research projects that reflect this emphasis on diversity.  

 

 

German Studies 

 

Many of the courses taught in German Studies address diversity and inclusion in one form or 

another. Specifically, our GRMN COLL 150 courses, our Elementary German 101-203 courses, 

and our GRMN 200 level courses teach students vocabulary and phrases that go beyond a 

heteronormative, Eurocentric understanding of the world. As such, the courses constantly evolve 

to include and discuss vocabulary on topics such as LGBTQIA, multiculturalism, blended 

families etc. A large portion of the vocabulary also stems from the individual interest of the 

students: since the introductory courses primarily focus on teaching the students to talk about 

themselves and what’s important to them, we constantly need to adapt to a diverse student body 

from a diverse background. For example, in Fall 2018 Jennifer Gülly taught GRMN 150 COLL 

150 “Migration and Multiculturalism: Germany and the U.S. in Comparison,” in which she 

engaged the students in a sustained cross-cultural discussion of the recent refugee crises that 

have drawn renewed attention to histories of immigration, theories of citizenship, and identity 

politics.  



At the Intermediate Level, we continue our conversations about topics such as multiculturalism, 

diverse family structures and historical treatment of these topics. However, the discussion takes 

place at a much more in-depth level. 

 

The bridge courses, GRMN 205 and GRMN 206, which focus on German children’s and 

literature and German films respectively, also address the aforementioned topics by including 

texts and films that incorporate diversity in one way or another. This is a bit more of a challenge 

for GRMN 205, especially when discussing children’s literature chronologically, starting with 

the Grimm’s fairy tales, which are not exactly diverse or inclusive. We try to include more 

contemporary texts that feature, for example, refugee children, blended families, and/or 

multinational protagonists. We also spend a fair bit of time discussing stereotypes and prejudice 

in some of the (historical) pieces we read. 

 

GRMN 207 “Introduction to German Cultural Studies.” 

German 207 is a COLL200 (ALV) and (CSI)) course that serves as a gateway to the German 

Studies Major at the College of William and Mary. It is designed to introduce students to the 

concept of German Studies, to show them various disciplinary approaches to topics, and to 

encourage genuine inter-disciplinary work. The syllabus is organized around important events 

and ideas that have profoundly influenced German history and culture, and which raise 

awareness of issues of diversity and inclusion We focus, for example, on the long history of 

antisemitism (as well as racism in general) in German-speaking countries and its role in the 

Holocaust, reading, among other texts, excerpts from Christopher Browning’s Ordinary Men and 

Daniel Goldhagen’s Hitler’s Willing Executioners. In German 207, students also read about the 

history of gender inequality, with a focus on the Weimar period and on both East and West 

Germany during the post-WWII period. Students read short stories written by East German 

women including Helga Koenigsberg’s Bolero and discuss the image of the “New Woman” 

depicted in Walter Ruttman’s 1927 Weimar film, Berlin, Symphonie einer Grossstadt. In class 

discussion, papers and tests, students are asked to consider and how these events and issues have 

affected German history and culture as well as to think about how these same topics have played 

an important role in U.S. American history and society.  

In most topics courses GRMN 387, such as “German Media,” “Intercultural Literature,” “Pop 

Culture” or “GDR Literature,” “Minorities in Germany,” “Jews and Germans since 1750,” 

“Kafka,” diversity and inclusion play a central role in the material we analyze. Of course, 

diversity is the main topic in the “Intercultural Literature” course, but it also comes into play in 

the media class as we discuss current events (such as the rise of far-right parties and counter 

movements, women’s rights, LGBTQIA rights, refugees etc), to name only a few examples. 

Even the class discussion of the “GDR Literature” Senior Seminar, which may not strike one as 

particularly focused on diversity and inclusion due to the nature of the topic, resulted in research 

focused on topics such as the treatment of homosexual men in East Germany, gender roles in the 

GDR, including discussions on gender-related violence and sexuality, treatment of the Holocaust 

and its victims in East German literature and politics, and even the use of post-colonial studies to 

discuss issues resulting from the German reunification.  

 

GRMN 408 COLL 400 Senior Capstone 

The Senior Seminar/COLL 400 on GDR literature addresses the questions of diversity and 

inclusion in several ways. A large amount of the works discussed in this course were written by 



women, some explicitly addressing issues of gender stereotypes and equality. Since the course 

focused on literature from a relatively closed society, the absence of diversity was also discussed 

in this course and resulted in research projects focused on topics such as the treatment of 

homosexual men in East Germany, gender roles in the GDR, including discussions on gender-

related violence and sexuality, treatment of the Holocaust and its victims in East German 

literature and politics, and even the use of post-colonial studies to discuss issues resulting from 

the German. 

 

Looking Forward 

German Studies continues to develop ideas and concrete plans to address questions of diversity 

and inclusion. Most importantly, we have made an important TE hire in the person of Robin Ellis 

(Ph.D. Berkeley, 2016), a scholar of minorities and migration in Germany and Austria, who will 

join the Program in the Fall of 2019. In her first semester, she will teach GRMN 387 COLL 200 

“Minorities in Germany,” a course that will address the history and contemporary situation of 

ethnic, religious, gender and other minorities in Germany and German speaking countries. We 

believe that that she will make a profound contribution to our program and strengthen our 

offerings in this area.  

 

 

Hispanic Studies 

 

Hispanic Studies Program Diversity and Inclusion Goals, AY 2019-2020 

Submitted by Jorge Terukina, October 1, 2019 

 

1. Faculty recruitment, hiring, and retention 

 

During AY 2018-2019 we were elated to welcome our new TE colleague, Professor Rachel 

Varra, whose teaching and research focus on language change, language contact and the socially 

differentiated language use, especially Spanish in the U.S. This work often underscores the role 

of power and social asymmetries in issues related to language change in the Spanish-speaking 

world. Her presence has invigorated our robust course offerings, and has added a new dimension 

to the analysis of social struggles in our program. Unfortunately, we were unable to retain our 

second TE hire, who studied indigenous cultures of Latin America. 

During AY 2019-2020 the HISP program is excited to conduct two TE searches that will expand 

and underscore the program’s commitment to diversity and inclusion. One of them focuses, 

precisely, on indigenous cultures of Latin America, and on issues of power, culture and politics 

in a transhistorical fashion. The second TE search seeks a specialist in Medieval Iberia, with a 

special interest in the tense relations between communities of the three major monotheistic faiths 

(Judaism, Islam, Christianity) in Medieval Spain. These two hires will allow the HISP program 

to expand its focus on diversity issues. 

 

  



2. Student recruitment, retention, and support 

 

During AY 2018-2019, after a visit from Natoya Haskins (WMSURE), one of our main goals 

was to continue conversations with WMSURE to support and retain underrepresented students, 

and to welcome them into our HISP program. Professor Silvia Tandeciarz has offered workshop 

presentations and is an advisor to WMSURE students; Senior Lecturer Paulina Carrión 

coorganized a presentation on our W&M study abroad programs. As part of a Latinx student 

initiative to organize the first Latinx graduation ceremony at W&M, Visiting Assistant Professor 

Mariana Melo-Vega became the liaison between HISP faculty and the Latinx students led by 

Jackie Valles. Several HISP faculty members actively participated at the ceremony. 

During AY 2019-2020, the HISP program plans to continue strengthening relations with 

WMSURE. Professor Tandeciarz will continue mentoring WMSURE students and will 

participate in a workshop for them in November. Assistant Professor Rachel Varra has started 

reaching out to WMSURE by sharing with them a call for applications for Spanish-speaking 

students interested in becoming research assistants in her Sociolinguistics Lab. Our program will 

offer again in Fall 2020 a course aimed at attracting Latinx students with intermediate Spanish 

skills, “Spanish for Heritage Speakers.” In order to promote its visibility among returning 

students and incoming freshmen/transfer students, during AY 2019-2020 the program will work 

with the Advising Office and College Studies to better attract and introduce Latinx students into 

our program and into campus culture at large. Finally, the HISP program will continue 

supporting the initiatives of Latinx students, such as the Latinx graduation ceremony, and to 

work with student organizations like UndocuTribe and LASU; several faculty members have 

also indicated their commitment to participate in the Networking Event for Hispanic Heritage 

Month organized by the Center for Student Diversity. 

 

3. Curricular initiatives 

 

During AY 2018-2019, Professor Silvia Tandeciarz successfully led a Study Away Fall Break 

experience with 16 students to Guatemala, as part of an innovative course co-taught with 

Professor Betsy Konefal (History) involving human rights and indigenous movements in Central 

America: “Beyond Recollection: Memory as Possibility after State Terror.” Also, the HISP 

program continued to offer its pioneering course focusing explicitly on marginalization and 

inclusion across the Hispanic world, HISP 207 “Culturas de in(ex)clusión,” a course typically 

aimed at freshmen students. 

For AY 2019-2020, the HISP program continues to offer courses that focus on issues of diversity 

and inclusion across the curriculum. Besides offering an additional section of HISP207 each 

semester (for a total of 3 per semester)—a course for which we will seek COLL 199 credit--, 

Professor Tandeciarz will lead the Study Away experience in Guatemala again during Spring 

2020. Also, as per our projections from last year, during Fall 2019 Assistant Professor Rachel 

Varra is offering a seminar on historical, psycholinguistic and social factors (including the 

impact of ideology, power and prestige) that contribute to the diverse pattern of language use and 

language policy that exists in the bilingual Spanish-speaking world today: HISP 489/COLL400 

“Bilingüismo en el mundo hispanohablante.” More broadly, Professor Varra has begun reaching 

out to local institutions to build meaningful partnerships that benefit W&M students with 

handson, experiential and community service-learning opportunities, and diverse local 

communities, particularly Spanish-speaking students and families in the local school system. 



Unfortunately, the loss of two of our junior faculty members prevented the program from 

offering courses focused on Latin American indigenous cultures (COLL150 on Bartolomé de Las 

Casas; HISP390 on Politics of Translation of Quechua Language and Literatures). However, 

these shifts created an opportunity for Associate Professor Jorge Terukina to offer a new course 

during Fall 2019 on gender issues in the early modern Hispanic world (HISP489/COLL400 

“Gender Issues in Hispanic Studies (1500-1700)”), that focuses on early modern transgressions 

of heteronormative discourse and debates about the nature, moral disposition, and intellectual 

potential of women, lesbians, and non-binary individuals. 

 

 

Italian Studies 

 

Progress Report 

During 2018-2019, the Italian Studies program accomplished almost all of the goals set out in 

our Diversity and Inclusion plan for that academic year. We hosted a successful series of events 

at the Italian House under the title, “Cannoli & Couscous: Today’s Italy,” including screenings 

of films focused on citizenship, immigrant experience, sexuality and more; various cooking 

classes focused on hybrid cuisines; a presentation titled, Un italiano vero? Musica e 

immigrazione in Italia about socially engaged contemporary rap music made by so-called 

"second generation" Italians; and a screening of the documentary The Italians of Egypt in 

collaboration with the Arabic Studies program. We also welcomed guest speakers professor 

Roberto Dainotto of Duke University, who spoke about anti-mafia struggles; Richmond-based 

filmmaker and social activist Jen Lawhorne, who shared her 2017 documentary film Fata 

Morgana on the experiences of recent migrants in Sicily; and Professor Mia Fuller of UC 

Berkeley, who spoke about built space and political power in Italy's colonialist past. 

Unfortunately, Somali-Italian author, journalist and scholar Igiaba Scego was unable to come 

due to a scheduling conflict. We have not yet adapted our COLL 206 bridge course to follow a 

COLL 199 model, as colleagues campus-wide continue to discuss the 199 initiative. 

 

Goals for the current Academic Year 
 

All members of the Italian Studies program are dedicated to addressing issues of diversity related 

to culture, ethnicity, gender, class, sexuality, (dis)ability, language and more. We regularly 

incorporate such themes in our teaching, and we strive to maintain inclusive classroom 

environments welcoming all students. While our language courses address the topics listed above 

through the incorporation of contemporary Italian culture into language instruction, our upper 

division topics courses are more focused. In Fall 2019 we are offering ITAL-GSWS 316: 20th 

Century Italian Women Writers, which considers questions of gender, sexuality and the 

development of Italian feminism. In Spring 2020 we will offer ITAL 303: Letteratura 

Postcoloniale, which focuses on the literary production of postcolonial, migrant and multi-

cultural Italian authors. On behalf of a larger initiative within the department, Italian Studies 

professor Sergio Ferrarese will also offer for the first time MDLL 360: Cultural Studies and the 

Society of the Spectacle, dedicated explicitly to the analysis of class, race, ethnicity, gender and 

more through a cultural studies lens. Our event programming for the current year continues to 

reflect our collective interest in spreading awareness of contemporary Italy’s great, and at times 

complicated, cultural diversity. Activities at the Italian House will include scheduled 



conversations about gender, multiculturalism, immigration, and Italy's so-called “Family Day” 

event; film screenings; and collaborative cooking classes, such as couscous with the Arabic 

House. We are also happy to welcome back to campus Italian-Ghanaian filmmaker and activist 

Fred Kuwornu. In February we will screen his 2016 documentary Inside Buffalo in anticipation 

of his visit and recognition of Black History Month, and in April Kuwornu will come share his 

latest project: the digital documentary series Blaq Italiano. We are still exploring the possibility 

of additional cultural programming in the spring. 

 

 

Japanese Studies 

 

Progress Report  

 

The Japanese Studies program (JAPN) set several goals in our last action plan for furthering 

diversity and inclusion within the program. We have made progress on most of these goals.  

 

1. Cooperate with the Reves Center and WMSURE to identify and promote all financial 

assistance available for study abroad to Japan. Michael Cronin and Tomoyuki Sasaki met with 

Sylvia Mittendorfer, Molly Destafney, and Nasha Lewis of the Reves Center. Tomoyuki also 

contacted WMSURE and received a response that “WMSURE does not currently support study 

abroad opportunities for students,” but that they “are currently working with Advancement to get 

donations to fund study abroad in the future.” We will keep in contact with WMSURE and 

update students on any resources that become available.  

 

2. Reorganize the program’s website to include all the obtained information.  After speaking 

with the Reves Center, we decided that, rather than reproducing all scholarship information on 

our program website, it would be more efficient and effective to link to the Reves Center’s page. 

We have done so.  

 

3. Include a statement on the program’s commitment to equal opportunities for study abroad to 

Japan. A statement has been added to the “Study Abroad” page of the JAPN website, including 

the above link to the Reves Center page detailing funding opportunities. 

 

4. Host an information session on financial assistance available for the study abroad programs. 

After discussing this with the entire program, we decided that an information session is more 

effective if held in the fall.  We will make this information session part of the program’s open 

house at the beginning of the academic year.  We will also plan to send out a reminder of 

scholarship opportunities once a semester. 

 

Plan for 2019-20 

 

Speakers: Pending funding, JAPN proposes to invite one or two outside speakers during AY19-

20 to present on aspects of diversity and inclusion in Japanese culture and its study, addressing 

issues of gender and sexual identity, class, race, and/or ethnicity.  

 



Curriculum Development: JAPN plans to develop a new 300-level course examining issues of 

gender and sexuality in Japanese society and culture, to be cross-listed with GSWS.  We have 

already discussed the possibility of such a cross-listing with the director of GSWS, who is 

enthusiastically in favor. 

 

Study Abroad: As mentioned above, we will hold an information session to highlight need-based 

and merit-based financial-aid opportunities for study abroad as part of our program open house at 

the start of the academic year.  We will invite a representative from the Reves Center to join us 

for the presentation and for meetings with individual students.  

 

 

Russian Studies 

 

Diversity and Inclusion Action Items Implementation and Plan for the AY 2019-2020. 

 

Progress Report (Fall 2018-Spring 2019): 

 

The Russian Program focused on two areas—Curriculum Development and Student Support—as 

outlined in the MLL Department‐wide Diversity Plan. The program implemented four action 

items.  

 

Each Russian Program Faculty pursued a curriculum development project, in which s/he focused 

on one particular course s/he teaches regularly. Each faculty member reviewed the extent to 

which the course presently dealt with issues of diversity and inclusion and developed new 

readings, unit or assignment that enhanced how the course engages with the issues of diversity 

and inclusion.  For example, Elena Prokhorova added new readings and films to her literature 

seminar “Revolution, Crime, & Romance in 20th Century Russian Literature”: 

-- Svetlana Aleksievich’s documentary prose volume The Unwomanly Face of War: An Oral 

History of Women in World War II, 

-- Natalia Meshchaninova’s award-winning film Hope Factory (2014) dealing with such issues 

as socio-economic inequality, gender violence and sexuality in post-communist Russia. 

 

In February-March 2019, Russian Program students, Celia Metzger, Catherine Green, and 

Hannah Hampton (advised by professors Bella Ginzbursky-Blum and Sasha Prokhorov) ran a 

college-wide film series “Gender & Justice on the Russian Screen,” 

 

The Program collaborated with the Global Film Festival Organizing Committee on organizing 

the 2019 Global Film Festival (January-February 2019). The festival included a screening of 

Natalya Meshchaninova’s recent award-winning film Heart of the World (2018) dedicated to the 

growing societal intolerance towards any form of otherness and dissent in present-day Russia. 

Professor Elena Prokhorova hosted the event at Kimball Theater.  As partner of the festival, the 

Russian Program hosted the leading Russian film critic and scholar Viktoria Belopolskaia who 

ran a workshop about the role women filmmakers in contemporary Russian cinema.  

 

  



Looking Forward (Fall 2019-Spring 2020) 

 

Curriculum Development 

 

Russian Studies made an important NTE hire Visiting Assistant Professor of Russian, Professor 

Marina Filipovic. Her research focuses on Soviet literature and film, gender studies, and the 

avant-garde.  She is also an experienced teacher of BCS and Russian languages.  In spring 2020 

she will teach RUSN 309 “Empire, Nation, and Gender in Yugoslavia and Soviet Union.  This 

course will analyze literary and cinematic texts dealing with the issues of imperial and nations 

identity, socialist consumerism, gender and sexuality in those two socialist empires.  Professor 

Filipovic expertise in gender theory, Russian, Soviet, Yugoslav, and Serbian cultures will make a 

major contribution to our program and strengthen our offerings.  

 

In order to teach students vocabulary and phrases that go beyond a heteronormative 

understanding of the world, we plan to incorporate in our Advanced Russian courses texts 

dealing with themes such as human rights activism, gender equality, LGBTQIA people’s rights.  

Specifically, we plan to integrate into our Advanced Russian courses (RUSN 303 and 304) 

modules based on Jonathan Branfman’s new book You Be You! Explaining Gender, Love & 

Family (Diversity & Social Justice for Children) (Volume 1), Russian Edition.   

In spring 2020 Russian Studies students plan to run a campus-wide film series “Multicultural 

Russia in the Global World.”  Russian faculty will advise the students on film selection and 

promote the film screenings in their syllabi and via program’s web pages, listservs, and social 

media. 

 

The Program will collaborate with the Global Film Festival on organizing the 2020 Global Film 

Festival (January-February 2019). The festival will include a screening of Kantemir Balagov’s 

award-winning film Beanpole (2019), a film about two women trying to rebuild their lives after 

WW2.  Balagov represents a new generation of filmmakers from Kabardino-Balkaria, a region in 

the Russian Northern Caucasus.  Professor Elena Prokhorova will host the event at Kimball 

Theater. 


